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Abstract
In this article we will give firstly a classification scheme of scheduling problems and their solving methods. The main aspects under examination are the following: machine and secondary resources, constraints, objective functions, uncertainty, mathematical models and adapted solution methods.
In a second part, based on this scheme, we will examine a corpus of 60 main articles (1015 citation links were recorded in total) in scheduling literature from 1977 to 2009. The main purpose is to discover the underlying themes within the literature and to examine how they have evolved. To identify documents likely to be closely related, we are going to use the cocitation-based method of Greene et al. (2008).
Our aim is to build a base of articles in order to extract the much developed research themes and find the less examined ones as well, and then try to discuss the reasons of the poorly investigation of some areas.
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1. Introduction
Scheduling is a critical issue in process operations for improving production performance. In the last twenty years, there have been significant research efforts regarding this area, and several excellent reviews have been published. Esquirol – Lopez (1999) showed the areas of scheduling with a detailed review on them, Mendez (2006) and Pinedo (2008) delivered articles classifying scheduling problems and their solution methods.
A brief description of the problem is the following (Taillard (1989)): \(n\) jobs have to be performed on \(m\) unrelated machines; usually every job consists of \(m\) non-preempting operations. Every operation of a job uses a different machine during a given time, and usually (but not always) may wait before being processed.
The aim of this paper is to deliver a classification of these problems, and to find out which areas are well examined, and which ones less. To find the interesting areas we are going to use the method described by Greene et al. (2008), who used a special technique based on cocitation-analysis to give a classification and show the connecting areas of their research area, Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) problems.
2. Classification of scheduling problems and their solution methods

We classify the problems under the following main aspects: machines and secondary resources, constraints, objectives, uncertainty, mathematical models and adapted solution methods.

The first aspect is the number and connection scheme of machines. We can speak about one machine, parallel machines and more machines. A job is a set of operations visiting different machines and sequenced in a linear manner along a chain. By the way followed by jobs there are 3 main categories: FlowShop Scheduling Problems (FSSP), JobShop Scheduling Problems (JSSP) and OpenShop Scheduling Problems (OSSP). Certainly, flow shop problem is the most examined one. We can find details, and also methods in Taillard (1989) to generate, examine and solve problems.

Sometimes tasks require multiple resources, such as a machine operator. These resources can be renewable (disjunctive or cumulative), or consumable. An example is employee timetabling.

We can distinguish constraints of functionality, techniques, societals, economics, life-cycle. Among them most frequently we meet functionality constraints, defining special cases, which are in some way different from the typical one, i.e. they do not use, partially or at all, the assumptions applied in general. For example: preemption, stocking (capacity or waiting time), process-time dependence on size, transit time, overlap, due-dates, cleaning/maintenance, availability of resources, etc.

Objective functions can be time-based, resource-based, cost-based, income-based, environmental and even multi-objectives.

Many research studies focus on optimizing the makespan under static conditions and do not take into consideration dynamic disturbances such as machine breakdown or new job arrivals. Regarding to this aspect we can distinguish static and dynamic shop scheduling problems. There are many attempts to describe stochastic problems also, i.e. when we work with attended values and variances instead of fixed starting times and durations.

The mathematical model of a problem contains an objective function (to be minimized or maximized), and several constraints. Regarding to linearity there are linear and nonlinear models, regarding to variables we can speak about integer, continuous, or mixed integer problems. By difficulty it can be polynomial (i.e. in function of the number of variables there are an algorithm that can find the solution in a polynomial time) or NP (i.e. the time needed is depending on the size of the problem exponentially). Mainly in the process scheduling models we can distinguish also the time representation (discrete-continuous) models, material balance (network flow or lots), and event-representation (time intervals, time events, time slots) models.

The most important solution methods are the following ones: exact methods, artificial intelligence methods, heuristics, metaheuristics and decomposition strategies.

Exact methods use the technique of mathematical programming, especially the mixed-integer linear programming methods (most scheduling problem can be formulated as an MILP problem). AI methods are constraint-satisfaction programming (CSP), case-based reasoning applications, neural network, multiagent-systems, expert systems, logic flow, etc. For more details see Gabot (2009). Heuristic methods can be constructive, which from zero construct a new solution, and ameliorative creating a solution as a skeleton, and step by step try to ameliorate it. We mention here the well-known NEH heuristic (from the names of the authors: Nawaz, Encore and Ham).

. Most heuristics are due-date or process-time based ones. Metaheuristic methods in general need some existing solutions to ameliorate. So, they can used to complete heuristic methods. They are inspired by some analogy for example from physics
(simulated annealing, simulated diffusion), biology (genetic algorithms, taboo search),
or ethology (ant colony optimization). A good review in this area is the book of Xhafa
and Abraham (2008). Finally, there are decomposition strategies regarding to time,
machines and tasks or resources. A famous example of decomposition by time is the so-called Rolling Horizon technique.

3. Cocitation analysis

To identify documents likely to be closely related, two techniques have been devised:
bibliographic coupling and cocitation analysis (Smith (1981)). Two documents are
bibliographically coupled if their reference lists share one or more of the same cited
papers, and two documents are cocited when they are jointly cited in one or more
subsequently published documents.

In their work Greene et al (2008) set out to examine the themes that have evolved in
their domain research as revealed by the implicit and explicit relationships between the
conference papers, after 15 years of conferences. They have found that a clustering
based on co-citation of papers appears to produce the most meaningful organization.
Their idea inspired us to apply a similar method to the area of scheduling.

The concept of cocitation analysis is illustrated in Fig. 1. Let for example P1 and P2 be
two related articles. The fact that P3 and P4 are cited both by P1 and P2 indicates a
strong relationship between these papers. In this example cocitation analysis suggests a
weaker relationship between P3 and P5 and P4 and P5 based on cocitation in P2.

Rather than using raw co-citation indices as a basis for measuring the similarity between
papers, they use a so-called CoCit-Score which has been shown to be a particularly
effective choice for clustering co-citation data. The similarity between a pair of papers
(Pi, Pj) is given by normalizing their co-citation frequency with respect to the minimum
and mean of the pair’s respective citation counts:

\[ S_{ij} = \frac{C_{ij}^2}{\min(C_{ii}, C_{jj}) \times \text{mean}(C_{ii}, C_{jj})} \]  

(1)

To illustrate this equation, suppose that Paper A is cited 26 times, Paper B 18 times, and
they are cited together 7 times. In this case \( S_{ij} = \frac{7^2}{\min(18,26) \times \text{mean}(18,26)} = 0.124 \)

Each entry is now in the range [0,1], where a larger value indicates a stronger
association between the papers. When we know these association values, we can
arbitrarily choose a value (for example 0.05) which we treat as an association „strong
enough”. Using these values we classify the articles into groups, and regarding these
groups we can distinguish the larger research areas existing in the literature. Regarding
to the timeline it is possible by this way to show the intensity of research, i.e. the
importance of an article in the research area. It can also be seen whether an area is under
research, because in this case we see the dynamism on the diagram, or it is well
researched, when we see a large intensity during a couple of year, and fewer and fewer
articles later.
If we represent papers by bubbles on the diagram, the size of a bubble can respect to the total number of citation of an article, and by that we can deduct to the relevance of the adequate paper.

In the next chapter, we will show an example of application of this method, in our case to the scheduling literature.

4. Application of the method to scheduling literature

To examine the connections among articles in the literature of scheduling problems, we used Elsevier Science Direct©, to find works in this area. Arbitrarily we have chosen 60 articles, and followed the 1015 cocitation links in the search motor of Science Direct. Several articles have not yet been cited because they are new ones. The results for each article have been saved by Reference Manager©. The databases have been exported to Microsoft Excel, and sorted in order to find out cocitations, and to calculate the CoCitScore values. The sum of these values for an article we call global centrality. There is a local degree centrality too, based on co-citation counts from the CoCit Score values. Firstly, for each cluster we assign the papers if their previous membership weight for that cluster exceeds a given threshold (we used 0.1 as Greene et al (2008) proposed). This yields to scores in the range [0,1], where a higher score indicates that a paper is more influential in the area of research.

4.1. Analysis

First we will make our remarks on the articles of scheduling literature in general, and later we will show the results for the two special areas. On Fig. 2. gray bubble means a production scheduling article, and white a process scheduling one. We can see centrality values of the examined articles on the timeline (the size of a bubble shows the total citation number of the corresponding article).

Scheduling literature is far from being a finished, well-researched area yet, there is significant activity in last years also. After some very important basic article from the early nineties, the area is in dynamic evolution, and this trend seems to be continued. Now, if we regard the cocitations, among the articles we can find two significant groups of papers. The first one belongs to process scheduling, and the second one to production scheduling. For each area there is actually significant research activity, and these two groups are being examined in a parallel way.

Fig.2. Some relevant paper in scheduling literature
4.2. Comments on results and referring to classification
In this part we will make the connection between our classification scheme, and the founded two domains in the literature. We are going to try to discuss why certain types are typical to both of these domains, to one and not the other, or to neither of them.

4.2.1. Machines
Regarding to the number of machines both area focuses mostly to more machine problems. Of course there are several theoretical studies for the special cases of one or parallel machines, but in real life most often we meet with more machine problems.
In the production scheduling (PDS) area, the permutation flowshop problems are clearly dominating the others. Non-permutation flow shop and job shop problems are also well treated, but there are only a few articles on open shop problems. Closed circle is rarely appears in the network. Poorly are examined yet the hybrid shops (flexibility).
On the other hand, in the process engineering, process scheduling (PSS) area multiproduct and multipurpose batch plant scheduling problems are the most examined ones; literature calls them flow shop and job shop problems also (but these expressions in this context means not exactly the same as generally). Several excellent reviews can be found, for example Mendez et al. (2006). Flexibility is widespread, machines are usually independents.

4.2.2. Secondary resources
In PDS, secondary resources are rarely treated; an exception is integrated scheduling and employee timetabling problems. However, in PSS we can find more examples, especially energy-requirements of machines, raw materials or other resources.

4.2.3. Constraints
Regarding functionality constraints an unexamined aspect is the limited wait time, for both areas. We can find several examples for unlimited and zero wait problems, but only few for the limited ones. Nevertheless, stocking and waiting-time constraints are more often in PSS, because of the problem structure, and the evident need of material treating requirements. There is no differentiation made between finite intermediate storage and limited waiting time, maybe for practical reasons.
Process times are usually invariable for PDS but often depend on size or resource linearly (or sometimes even exponentially) in PSS. Exponential dependence is much less often, because of the need of an MINLP model in this case, which would be much more difficult than an MILP one.
Overlapping and connections between jobs are also rare especially for PDS area (only few exception, maybe because it is a really hard problem), maintenance or cleaning are rarely taken into account, and we’ve found no example for the time-dependent maintenance. Process dependent maintenance occurs almost only in PSS. Overlapping or availability information can be included in the superstructure representation of a PSS much easier, on the other hand transit time is easier to deal with in PDS.
Another unexamined area is the one of non-functional constraints, practically no example (in our base) for technical, societal or lifecycle constraints in neither area. However, there are some exceptions on the taking into account environmental considerations for PSS.

4.2.4. Objective functions
In PDS problems the objective function most often is the makespan, or some other function of time-based type in PDS area, and there is practically no example for resource, revenue, environmental or cost-based criteria. In PSS cost or revenue-based objective functions are typical, most frequently the total profit.
4.2.5. Uncertainty
Dynamic disturbances such as machine breakdown or new job arrival are taken into account sometimes in PDS problems, but not widespread in PSS. However it is not too difficult to deal with, for example by modifying the superstructure and use a Rolling Horizon technique. 
Stochastic approaches on the other hand we found for some PSS problems. 

4.2.6. Mathematical models and adapted solution methods
For both areas mathematical models are mixed integer linear ones. As we mentioned before, in PSS the exponential dependence causes an MINLP model. In PDS precedence-based ones dominate, most frequently articles treat N~M problems. On the other hand, in PSS problems event representation is an important characteristic of the model, time-interval based models are the oldest ones, global and unit-specific time point based models are newer. First ones are sometimes (if we have not enough intervals) not enough accurate, but later ones usually need more computational time. 
Material balances are important in PSS, but not so in PDS, as here we have to deal usually only with the continuity of a job, and not with quantities. In PDS we also don’t need time-representation equations. Despite of that, because of the objective function, PDS problems are usually hard to deal with exact methods. Most often we find heuristic and metaheuristic solution methods for them. 
On the other hand, for the PSS problems we can meet more often exact methods. Heuristics are appearing only for larger problems. A specific method family is the decomposition strategy, which is missing in production scheduling. The most famous one is the so-called Rolling Horizon. 
For both great area can be said, that Artificial Intelligence methods are not widespread yet. Except for the CSP the application of AI methods, especially CBR or neuron network techniques deserve further research without doubt.

5. Conclusion
We discussed the possibilities and classification of scheduling problems and their solution methods, and regarded several articles. To find poorly examined areas we used the cocitation-based method of Greene et al. (2008). By constructing a base of articles we have shown the much and the less examined areas. We could see that still exist problem types to be focused on. The application of AI methods and the effects of technical, societal and environmental constraints are to be researched. Some special possibilities have been proposed to further examination. We see continuous research which is far from end, so deserves further work.
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